
Our company is hiring for a research staff. We appreciate you taking the time to
review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of
the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for research staff

Implement algorithms on various parallel architectures
Collaborate and interact with multi-disciplinary research teams to accomplish
research goals
Document complex research and development progress via technical reports,
journal publications, and conference presentations
Conduct independent but complimentary research interests and interact with
a broad spectrum of scientists internally and externally to define and carry
out the research
Effectively apply their state-of-the-art scientific technical acumen and
technical leadership capabilities to conduct research toward the development
of new products in the TSA category, supporting and improving existing
product offerings
Be a creative, hands-on Scientist needed to design and develop new medical
devices from concept through product launch and be capable to handle
multiple projects and tasks simultaneously
Collaborate within cross-functional/multidisciplinary teams, such as Clinical,
Regulatory, Quality, Manufacturing to ensure activities toward new product
development or existing product/process changes result in reliable devices to
fulfill clinical needs within regulatory requirements
Understand compiler and loader internals and create solutions that can
effectively describe program capabilities
Work closely with machine learning teams to understand how the program
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Work closely with backend and infrastructure teams to deploy your solutions
in backend frameworks

Qualifications for research staff

Interpret and effectively communicate complex scientific findings in one-on-
one discussions, department and functional meetings
Demonstrated knowledge and hands-on in vitro assay experience including in
vitro target-specific assays (enzyme kinetic assays), clotting-based functional
assays (eg
Ability to propose new experimental designs
Demonstrated experience with Illumina Next Generation sequencing
Demonstrated experience performing high throughput sample pipelines
Experience working with cell culture models


